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Special Services Status Report

● Department Vision and Goals
● Back to school updates
● Demographics of Students with IEPs
● Updates on progress toward areas of concern identified during the 19-20 school 

year:
○ Increased access to general education environment for students with disabilities
○ Progress toward addressing the overrepresentation of Black and Latinx students
○ Academic performance of students with IEPs

● Action steps toward continuous improvement
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Back to School Updates

● High % of engagement for students with disabilities during remote learning
● High % of Special Education staff returned in person 
● Individualized Remote and Blended Learning Plans
● COVID Impact Transition Plans for some students
● Students continue to receive accommodations and behavior supports 
● Added Social Emotional Support opportunities
● ESY and Summer Learning Session Plus
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Our Collective Vision

Inclusive 
Learning 

Environment

Rigorous and 
Standards 

Aligned IEPs

Collaborative 
Partnerships

Strengths 
and Student 

Based 
Approach

Excellence 
and 

Equity



Racism and ableism need to be 
interrogated and abolished together in 
order to address complex equity 
issues. (Waitoller, F. & King Thorius, 
2016)
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Intersection between Race and Disability

If history is any lesson, as long as there 
remains a dual system of general 
education and special education, one 
will be used by the other to uphold the 
status quo: exclusion. If, instead, 
inclusion was defined as a broad-based 
reform effort to make schools and 
classrooms accessible and responsive to 
all students, we might finally, fifty 67 
years later, have achieved the promise 
of Brown. (Ferri & Connor, 2004)
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Mean MAP Scores by Race 
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What does the Research Say?

★ A recent longitudinal study including thousands of students across the United 
States concluded that each hour a student with a disability spends in general 
education produces a significant gain in achievement. This effect held true 
across all disability categories, even when controlling for factors like race and 
socioeconomic status. (Cosier, 2010) 

★ There is clear and consistent evidence that inclusive educational settings can 
provide substantial short and long term benefits including higher achievement for 
students with and without disabilities. (Hehir, et. al. 2016; Bui, et al., 2010; 
Alquraini & Gut, 2012).

Inclusion

Culturally 
Sustaining

Co-Teaching

UDL★ The use of culturally responsive/sustaining practices helps reduce the 
overrepresentation of culturally and linguistically diverse (CLD) students in 
special education, mitigate the achievement gap, and improve student outcomes 
(Klinger et al., 2005).

★ Results from a meta-analysis of research suggest that implementation of the UDL 
framework improves the learning process for all students. (Capp, M., 2017)
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Continuum of Services in D65

Inclusion and Resource: All schools

Bilingual Special Education 
available at:

● JEH
● Dawes
● Dewey
● Oakton
● Washington
● Willard
● Bessie Rhodes
● All Middle Schools

Park
PreK-22

Rice
K-8

Therapeutic 
Day Schools

RISE
Rigorous, Individualize, 
Specialized, Education

K-8 at King Arts

STEP
Structured Teaching 
Education Program 

K-5 at Lincoln
6-8 at Nichols

ALL D65 Schools

Bilingual Special 
Educators located at 
Early Childhood, TWI 

sites and Middle 
Schools

JEH
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Strategic Action Steps

● Increased Special Education Staffing - Intentional Hiring Process
● Student-Centered Scheduling

○ Supports inclusive education 
○ Co-Teacher common planning

● Professional Learning
○ Co-Teaching
○ Universal Design for Learning (UDL)
○ Special Education and ELL Racial Equity Leadership Training (SP/ELL)
○ Student-Led IEPs
○ Standards Aligned IEPs
○ Racialized Trauma

● Co-Teaching Self-Assessment and Look for Observation Tool
● Intentional focus on internal procedures to reduce impact of bias
● Reality Checks with Building Admin: IEP Achievement and LRE Data Review 
● Special Education Parent Advisory Council (SEPAC)
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Total Students with IEPs

Students 
with IEPs 
= 13.8% 
of student 
population
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Percentage of Students by Primary Disability
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Percentage of Students w/Disabilities by Race 
compared to all D65 students
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Students with and w/o Disabilities by Race
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Racial Breakdown within Disability Categories
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Progress Toward Addressing Disproportionality of 
Black Students Identified with Emotional Disability
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Least Restrictive Environment (LRE) Progress 

The Least Restrictive 
Environment (LRE) is 
the special education 
setting or program 
that best meets the 
student’s needs. The 
intent is to provide as 
much access to the 
general education 
program as possible. 
LRE is determined by 
the student's IEP team.
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Race and Educational Setting
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Students Receiving Services in Gen. Ed 80% or 
More of the Time by Race

+8.2%.

+8.1%.

+12.6%.

+4.3%.

+7.5%.
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Disability Category and Educational Setting
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Increasing Access for Students with Emotional 
Disabilities
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School Highlights 

Bessie Rhodes (68%     87%)

● Prioritized educator collaboration and built in collaboration time between general 
education, special education teachers, and paraprofessionals within the student 
centered scheduling process.

Dawes (71%      82%)

● Communicated a vision of inclusion while engaging staff and families in learning more
● Matched special educators to grade levels to support co-teaching model and shared 

responsibility 

Walker (88%      97%)

● Thoughtful classroom placement and the addition of a fourth special educator 
allowed for efficient scheduling that could meet children’s needs in general education
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Educator Feedback

I'm loving the opportunity to support my kiddos access the 
general education curriculum, while having the time to 
support the remediation needed to increase their 
independence. In the past under a 30-minute resource 
model, it's always been one or the other.  I'm also loving the 
opportunity for kiddos without disabilities to work alongside 
kids with disabilities and recognize their strengths. I have a 
student who often says "math is my strength I know my 
facts" but has challenges with reading fluency. So I overheard 
a friend in class the other day say, "you read it first and then 
I'll read it to you if you need help." (I usually say that to this 
student.) That just warmed my heart. 

-Samantha Brooks, Special Educator at Oakton

Celebrations
★ Watching students with IEPs gain 

more confidence in speaking up and 
taking risks in their learning alongside 
their peers.

★ Having strong admin who support the 
growing pains, are solutions-focused 
but still listen to the struggles, and 
being part of a learning community 
where so many educators are looking 
to grow their own practices: Dawes is 
amazing!

★ Having opportunities to grow my own 
practice by having more time to 
observe other educators.  

   - Leia Perkins, Special Educator at Dawes
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Making Expected Gains on MAP by IEP Status
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Making Expected Gains on MAP for students with IEPs 
by Race
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At or Above Grade Level on MAP by IEP Status
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Students with IEPs At or Above Grade Level 
on MAP by Race

*The highest percentage of students with IEPs who were At or Above 
are eligible for Speech and Language Impairments 
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Achievement on MAP by Time Spent in 
Gen Ed
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Park: Communication Assessments Measuring Obtaining 
and Manding (Requesting)
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Next steps

● Procedural Guide for Equitable IEPs and 504 Plans
○ More equitable student referral and eligibility procedures
○ IEPs that reflect rigorous and standards aligned goals
○ Services that match student needs

● Special Education Parent Advisory Council (SEPAC)
● Compression Process to develop 2-year Co-Teaching Plan
● Professional Learning

○ Co-Teaching
○ UDL
○ SP/ELL 

● Increase opportunities for student led IEPs
● Interdepartmental collaboration to improve Tier 1 instruction for students with 

IEPs

Special 
Education

MTSS

Curriculum
& 

Instruction

Family & 
Community 
Engagement

Schools

Bilingual 
Services
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Key Take-Aways
● Efforts to increase inclusive opportunities and address racial inequities are moving us in 

the right direction!
● We have decreased the percentage of Black students identified with Emotional 

Disabilities and increased access to gen ed for students with ED.
● The research tells us that our shift from exclusion to inclusion will translate into 

improved achievement. 
● We are continuing focus on Tier 1 instruction and internal procedures to support 

equitable decision making and improved student  outcomes.
● This is a collective effort and there is more work to do!

THANK YOU!


